Global IP Transport
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Easy, fast and secure way to transport high-quality content

S M N LT E M O B I L E S E RV I C E
Fully managed, capex-free,
bonded LTE uplinking and remote
communications service
As part of its Global IP Transport service,
Speedcast is offering SMN LTE Mobile,
the first fully managed service for remote
uplinking and communications scenarios.
Bonding the bandwidth of multiple
cellular services, it’s a quick, low-latency,
and cost-effective solution. The SMN
Mobile LTE service is 5G ready and ideal
for live sports, news, and events,
eliminating the need for an expensive
newsgathering fleet or flypack equipment.

Unique features and benefits include:
• Capex-free business model eliminates expensive
hardware costs and rentals
• Real-time H.265 video encoding and uplink functionalities
• Bonded 3X/4X LTE and 5G ready
• First service to provide integrated hybrid cellular/fiber/
satellite connectivity under a single platform with secure
IP global video transport offerings for continuous and
extended reach and connectivity
• Live video feeds can be managed from the cloud for
scalable and real-time video processing.

Speak to a Speedcast Sales Representative for more details.

Speedcast Headquarters:
Unit 4F, Level 1, Lakes Business Park 12 Lord Street, Botany NSW 2019 Australia
+61 2 9531 7555
info@speedcast.com
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Case Study:
Speedcast SMN
Mobile LTE Service
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Using Speedcast’s SMN Mobile LTE Service, Italian Broadcaster
Sets the Benchmark for Simple Live Video Contribution
CHALLENGE
One of Italy’s largest broadcasters and providers of technical media
infrastructure faced a challenge that many broadcasters now share
— the volume of live feeds is growing rapidly, and managing those
feeds is a complex endeavor.

SPEEDCAST SMN MOBILE LTE
PROVIDES A LOW-LATENCY AND
COST-EFFECTIVE UPLINK SOLUTION

Today, the broadcast industry is in the midst of a major technological and workflow shift. Rather than contributing live feeds from
satellite or microwave distribution trucks, broadcasters are increasingly relying on LTE mobile networks. At the same time, they’re

Speak to a Speedcast sales representative
for more details.

evolving from using an internal fleet of trucks to employing thirdparty remote news crews, where each video contributor uses a
different reception and transmission technology. Investing in all
these fragmented technologies is expensive, complex and inefficient.
The broadcaster needed a single, economical and flexible solution
for receiving news contributions from hundreds of third-party
news crews around Italy.

THE SOLUTION: UNIFIED LTE MOBILITY
Choosing Speedcast’s SMN Mobile LTE fully managed uplink

for proprietary licenses for transmission and reception

service for transmitting news, sports and event broadcasts was

equipment.

an easy decision. Bonding the bandwidth of multiple cellular
services, including 4G and 5G mobile networks, SMN Mobile LTE

The service is 5G ready, enabling the broadcaster to take advan-

provides the broadcaster with a low-latency and cost-effective

tage of expanded capacity once it’s available and to leverage

uplink solution.

Speedcast Media Network’s global hybrid network infrastructure
of satellite, fiber, cellular and IP connectivity. Speedcast manages

Through a single, unified interface, the broadcaster can receive

all live video feeds from the cloud, ensuring an unparalleled level

news feeds from all its third-party contributors. There’s no

of scalability for real-time video processing and professional-grade

need to keep investing in different technologies and paying

video quality with low latency at the lowest possible bitrates.
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CHANGING THE GAME OF BROADCAST CONTRIBUTION
SMN Mobile LTE is a game changer for the Italian broadcaster.

When Italy reopened after being in lockdown during the COVID-

Thanks to SMN Mobile LTE, 95% of the broadcaster’s field crews

19 crisis, SMN Mobile LTE was critical in helping the broadcaster

now use the same technology for reception and transmission of

provide live coverage. Using the Speedcast solution, the broad-

video feeds. The other 5% use legacy technology that is con-

caster successfully delivered live news content, achieving a low

nected to SMN Mobile LTE through an intermediate layer in the

latency of .5 seconds compared with 2.8 seconds of a standard

cloud. Having a single, unified interface and uplink service greatly

broadcast transmission. All this was possible using MPEG-4

reduces the complexity of managing hundreds of various live

contribution and only one uplink unit, compared with the seven

news feeds.

units that were needed to stabilize the link for the competition.

Speedcast’s service enables denser and wider news coverage.

Consumer demand for live news and events coverage is acceler-

Since the broadcaster started using SMN Mobile LTE, the volume

ating, and the volume of contribution feeds broadcasters are

of video uplink equipment it provides to third-party news crews

managing has become immense. With Speedcast’s SMN Mobile

has increased by about 20%. In addition, the broadcaster is testing

LTE service, Italy’s largest broadcaster has a simple, economical

SMN Mobile LTE as a primary link for minor sports and as a backup

and unified way to outfit third-party news crews with uplink

link for premium sports (such as football) because it’s reliable,

equipment and to manage those feeds leveraging the flexibility of

cost-effective and easy to set up.

the cloud and the massive capacity of 4G and 5G mobile networks.

SMN Mobile LTE is a capex-free service, eliminating expensive
hardware costs and the need for a newsgathering fleet or flypack
equipment. The broadcaster pays for only the hours of service
field crews use. SMN Mobile LTE dramatically speeds up the time it
takes to set up a live news feed. Typically, procuring a news feed
takes about 90 days because of extensive costs and integration.
With SMN Mobile LTE, a live feed can be activated in mere hours.
The service includes uplink platforms, which feature a small,
portable design that is easy to ship anywhere in the world and
can be carried in a backpack.
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Unit 4F, Level 1, Lakes Business Park 12 Lord Street, Botany NSW 2019 Australia
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Global IP Transport
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Easy, fast and secure way to transport
high-quality content

S P E E D C A ST ’ S M A N A G E D
The video market is facing unprecedented and rapid expansion, with OTT

G LO BA L I P T RA N S P O RT

video services projected to add billions of dollars of revenue to the direct-to-

S E RV I C E I S T H E E A S I E ST

consumer entertainment market over the next few years. To be successful,

A N D FA ST E ST WAY TO

media companies need to securely deliver live content — cost-effectively and

M OV E H I G H- Q UA L I T Y

efficiently — to as many screens as possible.

V I D EO TO A N Y LO C AT I O N
Featuring industry-first low-latency encoding and decoding capabilities,

AND IN AND OUT OF

proprietary patent-pending error-correction techniques over public IP,

T H E C LO U D.

along with expansive cloud protocol support, the service is helping media
companies rapidly address the consumer demand for broadcast-quality
content on every screen.

Speak to a Speedcast sales representative
for more details.

KEY FEATURES

UNIQUE BENEFITS

•

•

Industry-first support for low-latency H.265 4:2:2 encoding and
decoding on all edge devices

•

Proprietary Ottvideo V.9, open source SRT and RIST protocol

for any IP-based network
•

interoperability
•

Full integration with legacy layer 2 video transport platforms

•

Integrated with Speedcast Media Network’s hybrid satellite/fiber/
cellular/MPLS network gateways

•

Dedicated, direct connectivity to private and public clouds such as

One secure live video transport platform
Fully managed service for simplified multiplatform delivery

•

Ensures superior video quality at lower
bandwidth

•

An easier way to move video in and out of
the public and private cloud

AWS for bandwidth-heavy loads

© 2020 Speedcast. All rights reserved. Provision of services is conditioned on execution of a
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Case Study:
Speedcast SMN Mobile LTE Service
Using Speedcast’s SMN Mobile LTE Service, Italian Broadcaster
Sets the Benchmark for Simple Live Video Contribution

As part of its Global IP Transport service, Speedcast is offering SMN

CHALLENGE

LTE Mobile, the first fully managed service for remote uplinking and

One of Italy’s largest broadcasters and providers of technical media

communications scenarios. Bonding the bandwidth of multiple

infrastructure faced a challenge that many broadcasters now share

cellular services, it’s a quick, low-latency, and cost-effective solution.

— the volume of live feeds is growing rapidly, and managing those

The SMN Mobile LTE service is 5G ready and ideal for live sports,

feeds is a complex endeavor.

news, and events, eliminating the need for an expensive
newsgathering fleet or flypack equipment. Unique features and
benefits include:

The SMN LTE Mobile device provides
capex-free, bonded LTE uplinking and
remote communications service.

S P E E D C A ST S M N M O B I L E LT E
P R OV I D E S A LOW- L AT E N C Y A N D
C O ST- E F F E C T I V E U P L I N K S O LU T I O N

Today, the broadcast industry is in the midst of a major technolog
ical and workflow shift. Rather than contributing live feeds from
satellite or microwave distribution trucks, broadcasters are increas

•

Capex-free business model eliminates expensive hardware

ingly relying on LTE mobile networks. At the same time, they’re

costs and rentals

evolving from using an internal fleet of trucks to employing third-

•

Real-time H.265 video encoding and uplink functionalities

party remote news crews, where each video contributor uses a

need to keep investing in different technologies and paying

•

Bonded 3X/4X LTE and 5G ready

different reception and transmission technology. Investing in all

for proprietary licenses for transmission and reception

•

First service to provide integrated hybrid cellular/fiber/satellite

these fragmented technologies is expensive, complex and inefficient.

equipment.

video transport offerings for continuous and extended reach

The broadcaster needed a single, economical and flexible solution

The service is 5G ready, enabling the broadcaster to take advan-

and connectivity

for receiving news contributions from hundreds of third-party

tage of expanded capacity once it’s available and to leverage

Live video feeds can be managed from the cloud for scalable

news crews around Italy.

Speedcast Media Network’s global hybrid network infrastructure

connectivity under a single platform with secure IP global

•

and real-time video processing.

The SMN Nebula device offers
H.265 4:2:2 encoding and decoding
on all edge devices.

of satellite, fiber, cellular and IP connectivity. Speedcast manages

THE SOLUTION: UNIFIED LTE MOBILITY

all live video feeds from the cloud, ensuring an unparalleled level

Choosing Speedcast’s SMN Mobile LTE fully managed uplink

of scalability for real-time video processing and professional-grade

service for transmitting news, sports and event broadcasts was

video quality with low latency at the lowest possible bitrates.

an easy decision. Bonding the bandwidth of multiple cellular
services, including 4G and 5G mobile networks, SMN Mobile LTE
provides the broadcaster with a low-latency and cost-effective
uplink solution.
Through a single, unified interface, the broadcaster can receive
news feeds from all its third-party contributors. There’s no

© 2020 Speedcast. All rights reserved. Provision of services is conditioned on execution of a
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CHANGING THE GAME OF BROADCAST CONTRIBUTION
SMN Mobile LTE is a game changer for the Italian broadcaster.

The service includes uplink platforms, which feature a small,

Thanks to SMN Mobile LTE, 95% of the broadcaster’s field crews

portable design that is easy to ship anywhere in the world and

now use the same technology for reception and transmission of

can be carried in a backpack.

video feeds. The other 5% use legacy technology that is con
nected to SMN Mobile LTE through an intermediate layer in the

When Italy reopened after being in lockdown during the COVID-

cloud. Having a single, unified interface and uplink service greatly

19 crisis, SMN Mobile LTE was critical in helping the broadcaster

reduces the complexity of managing hundreds of various live

provide live coverage. Using the Speedcast solution, the broad-

news feeds.

caster successfully delivered live news content, achieving a low
latency of .5 seconds compared with 2.8 seconds of a standard

Speedcast’s service enables denser and wider news coverage.

broadcast transmission. All this was possible using MPEG-4

Since the broadcaster started using SMN Mobile LTE, the volume

contribution and only one uplink unit, compared with the seven

of video uplink equipment it provides to third-party news crews

units that were needed to stabilize the link for the competition.

has increased by about 20%. In addition, the broadcaster is testing
SMN Mobile LTE as a primary link for minor sports and as a backup

Consumer demand for live news and events coverage is acceler-

link for premium sports (such as football) because it’s reliable,

ating, and the volume of contribution feeds broadcasters are

cost-effective and easy to set up.

managing has become immense. With Speedcast’s SMN Mobile
LTE service, Italy’s largest broadcaster has a simple, economical

SMN Mobile LTE is a capex-free service, eliminating expensive

and unified way to outfit third-party news crews with uplink

hardware costs and the need for a newsgathering fleet or flypack

equipment and to manage those feeds leveraging the flexibility of

equipment. The broadcaster pays for only the hours of service

the cloud and the massive capacity of 4G and 5G mobile networks.

field crews use. SMN Mobile LTE dramatically speeds up the time it
takes to set up a live news feed. Typically, procuring a news feed
takes about 90 days because of extensive costs and integration.
With SMN Mobile LTE, a live feed can be activated in mere hours.
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Unit 4F, Level 1, Lakes Business Park 12 Lord Street, Botany NSW 2019 Australia
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In Aria! Mobility Pack HD-HEVC managed platform:
The MP8 TX with cloud controller and RX gateway

A. In Aria! MP8 (The Mobility Pack with lossless TX )
In Aria! Broadcast Feed Transmission unity with proprietary and secure Ottvideo V.9
lossless video contribution protocol. HD-SDI (with HDMI support) Multiple LTE H.265
HEVC low latency video transmission over LTE Cellular Bonding for Live Pro Feeds.
•
•
•
•
•

Equipped with Gigabit Ethernet port, Industrial level Wi-Fi and 3+1 SIM Card
technology to bond capacity under any network scenarios.
HD-SDI/HDMI dual ports switch for different input scenarios.
Bonds up to 3+1 SIM, RJ45 and Wi-Fi, USB dongles (optional)
HEVC-HD with Very Low Latency
Ottvideo V.19-20 Cloud Platform
for Full Remote Control and
MCR Management

THE CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
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A. In Aria! Mobility Pack MP8 (Lossless TX over LTE)
Model

In Aria! MP8

Video input interface

HDMI+SDI

Video Compression Format H.264/H265
Video Format

MP4

Audio compression
standard

AAC(48K)

Audio input sampling rate

8kHz-192kHz

Video input system

PAL NTSC
720p: 25/30/50/60/120fps 1080i: 50/60fps
1080p: 25/30/50/60fps

Live Resolution

480*270 | 640*360 848*480 |960*540
1280*720 | 1920*1080

Video Resolution

Max support 1080p60

Video storage

TF Card max support 2TB

Wifi

2.4G/5G

THE CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
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A. In Aria! Mobility Pack MP8 (Lossless TX over LTE)
4G Network
Sim card type
Network port

Interface
Preview Screen
Protocol
Management
Display
Battery Capacity
Working Duration
Power Consumption
Storage Temperature
Working Temperature
Relative Humidity
Size
Net Weight
Package Gross
Weight

3 SIM TD/FDD-LTE
Nano
Gigabit network port
1x USB 2.0, RJ45, 2x3.5mm jack,
3xSIM Card Slot, 1x USB
Dongle(optional)
Yes
Ottvideo v9
Ottvideo CS Platform
2 inch LCD
7200mAh (built-in)
4 hours
12V, 3A
(-40°C~90°C)
(-20°C~80°C)
5%-90% no condensation
162*102*53.4mm
735g
2.0Kg
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B. In Aria! Michigan v.8 (Multi-Network Cloud Bonding)

In Aria! Mobility Pack with Ottvideo V.9 protocol balances efficiently the
protected HD stream among multiple LTEs, WiFi or Ethernet upstreams. The
bonding cloud server together with the lossles Ottvideo V.9 protocol receives
and reorders packets/datagrams and forwards them to the receiver gateway
in a 100% lossless and low latency mode.

THE CRITICAL COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
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C. In Aria! Nebula SDI (The In Aria! cloud controlled RX)

•MPEG-4/AVC High/High422 up to Level 4.2 (10-bit)
•MPEG-4/AVC High/High422 up to Level 4.2 (8-bit)
Decoding
•HVEC- H.265 HD/SD Decoding 4::2:2 (8 bit)

Input

•UDP/RTP
•Ottvideo V.9

Audio

•(up to 8 stereo pairs)
•MPEG-1 Layer II
•AAC-LC
•AC-3 Passthrough
•SMPTE 302M (including data realignment)

Ancillary data

•CEA-608/CEA-708 captioning
•Teletext (VBI/OP-47)

Output

•Up to 4 SDI output
•Uncompressed IP output (SMPTE
2022-6/7 and 2110)

Management

•Web interface and Cloud Control
•API

Protocol

Ottvideo v9 - SRT - RIST
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